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Introduction to Museology and Archival Science 

QUESTIONS ANSWER 1
The word Museum is taken from 'Muses' the Greek goddesses of --- Knowledge
During the ---- term Museum was used to describe the art collection of the De Medici family.Roman Era
The ------- set up the first museum in India. Asiatic Society of Bengal
Nathaniel Wallich and ------ set up the first museum in India. James Princip
The first modern museum in India was established in ------ Calcutta
The Asiatic Society of Bengal's Museum had an Geology and Zoology sections and ---- sections.Geography and Culture
At the beginning of the 20th century, Viceroy ----- encouraged the Museum movement in India.Lord Ripon
The Prince of Wales Museum of Western India was named for ---- Edward VII
Museums having several galleries pertaining to multiple subjects or eras are called ----- Multi museums
Mani Bhawan Gandhi Sangrahalaya is an example of a ----- General Museum
The term ----- represents the guardian of a Museum. Curator
Maintaining records is the ---- function of a curator. Public Relations
The Naval Aviation Museum in Goa is an example of a ---- Museum Personalia
The ---- museum was the first museum established in Mumbai. Prince of Wales
A good curator should also maintain a good --- for research. Library
Wood and Bamboo are materials which can be categorised as Organic
The ideal temperature to preserve objects is ---- 30-40 degree
Inorganic metals like gold and silver should be cleaned with the help of ---- Sulphur acid
To remove stubborn stains a mixture of ---- Water and soap
Curing, processing refers to treatment of ---- Stone
Mobile exhibition is also referred to as ---- Permanent Exhibition
Frequent reorganization of exhibitions in a museum is necessary: For the sake of arrangement
The purpose of Folk exhibition is ---- For aesthetic purpose
In modern times, museums are focussing more on --- Quantitative growth
Traditional museums were mere Godown of heaps of antiquities as --- They were planned
In the following activity, which is not an In-house or Intra -Mural activity of the museum - Gallery talks
Which one is not an explanatory device in museums? Labels
What is the difference between a document and a manuscript?A document can be written or printed while a manuscript is hand written
Why does John C call a document as 'organic'? Because they are written on paper and paper is made from trees.
When does any document become archives? After 3 months of its production.
The following definition corresponds to which word, 'Something committed to writing in order to preserve the memory of the fact or event'.Record
What is meant by the term, 'Retention Value'? Value based on the record creator
What is the Greek origin word for 'Archives'? Arrival
What is the meaning of the Greek term, 'Apxelov'? Apex
What does the Latin word 'Archeion' mean? that which is archived
Which was the French term related to Archives? Les Miserables
Which building in Washington defines archives as - "The Records of our National life, the heritage of the past and the chronicles of those who conceived and builded the structures of our Nation".National Museum of Arts
According to the Oxford English Dictionary archives have two meanings, the first is - A place in which public records or other historic documents are kept. Which among the below is the second meaning of the word?The national building of Archives
Which body has unanimously adopted the following definition regarding Archives - "An archival collection is the whole of the written documents, drawings and printed matter, officially received and produced by an administrative body or one of its officials in so far as these documents were intended to remain in the custody of the body or that official"?Association of Archivists and that of the State Archivists
Fly stains on record can be removed by ---- Citric acid
Parchment is made from ----- animal
Stains of tea and coffee on records can be removed by ---- Bleaching powder
Maps can be repaired by ---- linen baked paper
The most effective method to prevent dust from record to damage are ---- Sanitation



The main reason for ink fading is the formation of tannin and ---- Wax
Digitally born records are stored and preserved in ----- A  Archives
Digital files need to be transferred periodically to avoid --- Corruption
Flattening of record means---- replace
Creasing on the paper can be removed by ---- Flour
Best method for the removal of decolourization is --- Ironing



ANSWER 2 ANSWER 3 ANSWER 4
Beauty and Learning Wealth Happiness

Medieval Age Renaissance Victorian
British Museum The Archaeological Survey of India The Epigraphical Society

Alexander Cunningham William Jones Max Muller
Delhi Bombay Madras

History and Numismatics Archaeology and Ethnology Science and Technology
Lord Curzon Lord Willingdon Lord Dufferin

George V Edward VIII George VI
General Museums Specialized Museums Miscellaneous Museums
Children's Museum Personalia Museum Art Museum

Manager Trustee Officer
Conservation Exhibition Documentation

Children History Defence
Victoria and Albert National Museum State Museum

Canteen Office Laboratory
Inorganic Synthetic Chemical

5-10 degree 18-25 degree 1-2 degree
Hydrochloric acid Dilute ammonia Wax
Petrol and water Benzene and Petrol Alcohol and Water

Wood Skin Metal
Semi-Permanent Exhibition Children Exhibition Specialized Exhibition

To attract more visitors For research To avoid overcrowding
For purpose of entertainment To give an idea of tribal culture To earn profits

Qualitative growth Commercial growth Aesthetic growth
Objects were in miserable conditionObjects were arranged systematically Objects were not labelled

Lecturers Demonstrations Field Trips
Models Guide books Quiz programme

A document has to be signed by the author while a manuscript can be anonymous A document is modern while manuscripts are ancientA document is not useful while a manuscript is very useful
Document are expressions of an individual just like the secretions of an organism.Documents are living thingsIf document is written it is organic and if it is printed it is inorganic.

When they get torn.When they cease to be in current business and are kept aside for term preservationOnly after it is lost
Book Journal Magazine

The quality of record Value of utility that the record hasValue about the content of the record
Arithmetic Apxelov Art

Public office / Residence of the Chief Magistrate Public Library Meeting Place
process of creating archives related to architecture that which belongs to an office

Les Archives Da Archives Tre Archives
Lincoln Memorial National Archives Building Peace Monument

A historic record or document so preservedStudy of the preservation of recordsThe rules of preservation of a record
Archival Association of India Oxford English Dictionary National Archives Building

Nitric acid Hydrogen peroxide Turpentine
fish snake Mammals

Trephine Potassium perborate Citric acid
salt wax Gallic acid

Organization Fumigation Filtration



Sulphuric acid Hydrogen Sulphide Carbon Monoxide
F Archives G Archives E Archives

Delay deletion cracking
removal resize recreate
Ironing Pasting Casting
Resizing Bleaching Flattening



A document is not useful while a manuscript is very useful
If document is written it is organic and if it is printed it is inorganic.

Value about the content of the record

The rules of preservation of a record


